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Welcome to the School of History’s Undergraduate Syllabus! There will a 
few additional modules available when you come to register in September, 
but this document provides a comprehensive overview of the School’s 
syllabus for 2022-23. 

 
The School of History at UCD is the leading centre for historical research in Ireland. Studying History 
with us provides you with the skills necessary to understand the world we live in. You will explore the 
past, examining a wide range of periods and topics spanning many parts of the globe. You will study 
controversies and the different ways that the past can be understood. And you will learn how to 
research, use evidence, think critically, and develop the transferable skills desired by employers. 

 
 

The History programme is aimed at anyone who has an interest in history, and no prior qualification in 
the discipline is required. What we do expect is that students approach the subject in an inquisitive and 
critical way, and are prepared to consider the history of our shared past from a variety of perspectives. 

 
 

The syllabus takes in Irish, European and global history from the early middle ages to the late twentieth 
century. Our modules offer rich chronological, thematic and geographical diversity: you will examine 
major historical transformations across a wide range of themes, including politics, society, gender and 
sexuality, economy, ideas, culture, medicine, environment, race, religion, sport and war. You will learn 
about people - the worlds they lived in, how they made sense of those worlds, and how they sought to 
adapt to and change them. 

 
 

Students learn through a combination of lectures, seminars and independent study, working with 
leading international scholars and interacting with their peers. Our objective is not just to teach you what 
happened in the past, but to encourage you to learn actively, to pose your own questions, and to develop 
your own answers based on critical evaluation and analysis of evidence. Assessing information is critical 
in today’s world, from being an informed citizen to embarking on a range of careers. Whatever path you 
choose to follow, your study of History here at UCD provides you with these key skills. 

 
 

There are many ways to study History at Undergraduate level to help you develop your knowledge and 
academic skills. You can choose: 

 
 

● BA Joint Honours - 3 years (DN520) or 
● BA Humanities - 4 years: History; History and Politics; Classics, English and History; European 

Studies; Global Studies (DN530). 

● BCL (Bachelor of Civil Law) with History - 4 years (DN600) 
● BSc Social Sciences – 4 years (DN700) 

 

For more information on this pathway and modules, please click here: 

https://www.ucd.ie/history/study/undergraduateprogrammes/ 

https://www.ucd.ie/history/
https://www.myucd.ie/courses/arts-humanities/history/
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/!W_HU_MENU.P_PUBLISH?p_tag=MAJR&PROG=BHACS024
https://www.myucd.ie/courses/arts-humanities/history/
https://www.myucd.ie/courses/arts-humanities/history-politics/
https://www.myucd.ie/courses/arts-humanities/classics-english-history/
https://www.myucd.ie/courses/arts-humanities/european-studies/
https://www.myucd.ie/courses/arts-humanities/european-studies/
https://www.myucd.ie/courses/arts-humanities/european-studies/
https://www.myucd.ie/courses/arts-humanities/global-studies/
https://www.myucd.ie/courses/law/law-with-history/
https://www.myucd.ie/courses/social-sciences/
https://www.ucd.ie/history/study/undergraduateprogrammes/
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“Don’t be left in the present. Come explore the past with us” 
 
 

First Year (Level 1) modules: pages 3-11 

Our first year modules introduce you to the study of history via wide-ranging survey modules 
that offer an introduction to a broad sweep of Irish, European and global history. 

 
 

Second Year (Level 2) modules: pages 12-18 

Begin to specialise in the areas of history that interest you most, while developing the skills 
practiced at level 1. 

 
 

Third Year and Fourth Year (Level 3) modules: pages 19-36 

Deepen, refine and expand your knowledge as you choose from an extensive selection of 
small-group seminars that offer in-depth study of your chosen area. 
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First Year (Level 1) 
 
 
 

History students can select from the following modules in the first year. 

Please note that some modules may be specific to certain degrees. 

 

Autumn Trimester: 

● The Making of Modern Europe 1500-2000 (5 credits) HIS10070 
● The Making of Modern Ireland 1800-2000 (5 credits) HIS10320 
● The United States 1776-1991 (5 credits) HIS10440 
● Creating History (5 credits) HIS10390 
● Elections parliaments and State Formation (5 credits) HIS10410 
● Decoding Atrocity (10 credits) HIS10480 
● Interpreting Evidence (5 credits) CEH10010 
● Approaches to European Studies (5 credits) EUST10010 
● From Micro to Global (5 credits) GBST10020 

 
 

Spring Trimester: 

● Rome to Renaissance (5 credits) HIS10080 
● Ireland's English Centuries (5 credits) HIS10310 
● Radicals and Revolutionaries (5 credits) HIS10450 
● Global Environmental History (10 credits) HIS10500 

 
 

Level 1 History Elective Modules: 
 

● War: Ancient and Modern (5 credits, autumn trimester) DSCY10050 
● Animal Histories (5 credits, spring trimester) HIS10460 
● War: Ancient and Modern (5 credits, spring trimester) DSCY10050 
● Control and Contagion (5 credits, spring trimester) DSCY10120 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters=A8579BD11ACCC6282D76D5E3ECD43C0164FBB6AEF4E5E601775417ECA55A570AAD6958BABDAF5AE169F03B8F1047AFAE9EA22E8C0D11F6E9652512B0E9967589AEF5A387617F80760D6CAF0182EB37E5BA8DE2C2DCF85E941032B0AC83D15186AA88C58AF9AC48FC23287DCB1056E7BD7D28152A229BC3D870D86573D89BA05C80B03F342E760638344C8F375A40421CBBA3AD1FC1F765C802B060BA0CBB205B2878E78C4D3FAC3C9E4F8FCA387E60332A55C19E08F0CE5C1D0A8F4BFCD7B0ED6604514B80AD143062BDD7414EA47D0A040BA491A49B23CDD6C3B69E3DF59E58A5FBC561AD61FBC9EEA8E3D9EE27A9F68C9A1BD73BBCB891D7E6849500706976DBD97878529FC530816F5917390876FD477A0B95728A8A13BE7ED468679B449DC915FD806EF0695E6E7107D7943BB517177F3412224B33A4D6D4EEDC1BEC0277C18BA0471FCDDE59558B3CD470F3DC9569F9D3CA192CF934218602D26D7BFF42
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Autumn Trimester 
 
 

The Making of Modern Europe: 1500-2000 HIS10070 

Autumn (5 credits) 

This module will introduce you to some of the momentous changes which have taken place in Europe 
over the past five hundred years. We will explore some of the major landmarks in Europe's social, 
political, and economic development: the development of European Empires, religious change, 
witchcraft, the industrial revolution, democratic change, war in the modern world, the Cold War and 
socio-cultural change since 1945. One lecture every week will introduce you to these themes, but the 
heart of the course lies in the seminars. Here, you will be encouraged to challenge interpretations of the 
past, to debate ideas and to draw on primary evidence. 
 
 

The Making of Modern Ireland: 1800-2000 HIS10320 

Autumn (5 credits) 

This module takes students through two centuries of modern Irish history, examining key events, themes 
and milestones from the Act of Union between Britain and Ireland in 1800 to the collapse of the Irish 
economy in the early twenty-first century. It covers political, social, economic and cultural dimensions of 
Irish history during tumultuous times, the experience of Anglo-Irish relations, Catholic emancipation, 
famine, the evolution of Irish nationalism and unionism, the land war, the revolutionary upheavals of the 
early twentieth century, the impact of partition, the quest for sovereignty in the Free State, the 
experience of life in the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland, and continuity and change in the latter 
part of the twentieth century. 
 
 

The United States: 1776-1991 HIS10440 

Autumn (5 credits) 

This module explores the development of the United States from the founding of the republic to the end of 
the Cold War, from the creation of a federal government with limits on its powers to the emergence of 
the United States as a sole superpower. Particular attention is paid to the evolution of democracy in the 
United States and the development of distinct and divergent ideas about American national identity. 
Students will explore the issues and ideas that led to the thirteen colonies uniting to form a new country, 
and they will consider the ways in which expansion westwards impacted American identities and national 
purpose. The Civil War of 1861-1865—the bloodiest conflict in American history—and its aftermath led to 
the ending of slavery but did not end racial division and White supremacy. Immigration, economic growth 
and overseas expansion in the late 19th century began the process of transforming the United States 
from a regional to a world power, while World War II and the Cold War dramatically altered both 
government and society. Students will closely examine one journal article per week to explore questions 
of democracy, race relations, political power and social protest, and Americans' engagement with the 
world over an extended period of time. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Autumn (5 credits) 

Creating History HIS10390 

Core module for BA Arts Students 

This is a module about the importance of critical thinking to the study and the writing of history. It will 
examine the relationship between what happened (or what might have happened) in the past and how 
we think about it now. We will attempt to look behind the scenes of the history books, 
articles,documents, films and other sources that you will encounter during the course of your studies and 
ask how history is written and debated. Also, we will ask what history is, what a historian is, and what 
exactly historians do. 
 
 
 
 
 

Autumn (5 credits) 

Elections, Parliaments and State Formation HIS10410 

Core module, only available on BA Humanities History & Politics 

Elections: theory and practice considers political developments on the island of Ireland and Anglo-Irish 
relations, 1918 and 1922. Using an in-depth case study of the island of Ireland between the General 
Election of 1918 and the formation of new administrations (Northern Ireland, 1921, and the Irish Free 
State, 1922), the course considers electoral systems, developments in democracy, comparative state 
formation, and legislative frameworks. 

The course takes an in-depth look at the general elections of 1918 and 1921 in Ireland. The 1918 
general election was the only one in Irish political history to be held on an all-island basis and in which 
(some) women ad all men aged over twenty-one could vote. The 1921 election is notable for the fact that 
no contests were held in the South whereas it established a system of one-party rule in Northern Ireland 
that persisted until 1972. A second focal point of the course is the Anglo-Irish Treaty which will be 
examined from multiple angles including how it was received by the three parliaments in Dublin, London, 
and Belfast. 

Taking a North-South as well as an East-West (British-Irish) approach, this module examines key 
concepts in political science through a historical exploration of a formative phase in the history of modern 
Ireland and Britain. Upon completion of the modules, students should have an in-depth understanding of 
the historical foundations for Ireland’s two polities, North and South and should also have an 
appreciation for how historical and political science approaches differ and how they can complement 
each other. 
 

Decoding Atrocity HIS10480 
 

Core Module, only available to BA Humanities History 
 

Autumn (10 credits) 
 
An African American is murdered by the police in the United States, causing a statue in England to be 
pulled down and thrown into the harbour. An airdropped crate of canned goods falls in Oceania during 
the Second World War, turning a man into a god and altering global health. A bicycle simultaneously 
facilitates racialised atrocities and gendered liberation. How does this happen? What conditions allow 
some small moments to become larger, whilst others are turning points that fail to turn? This module 
explores specific moments, materials, and ideas in order to understand their global repercussions. It 
tracks how the local becomes global. 

 
In this module we use a multidisciplinary framing, drawing upon global humanities methodologies, to 
investigate boundaries and connections. Students will be exposed to and engage with theories and 
practices taken from History, Literature, Drama, Film, Material Culture, Art, Anthropology, and 
Archaeology. We will investigate a wide range of conventional and unconventional source materials, 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters=A8579BD11ACCC6282D76D5E3ECD43C0164FBB6AEF4E5E601775417ECA55A570AAD6958BABDAF5AE169F03B8F1047AFAE9EA22E8C0D11F6E9652512B0E9967589AEF5A387617F80760D6CAF0182EB37E535735C2ACD37312CCFCCAAA43BFE20CBEEFB94DD7EC536C692E5AB0BB931FEF8C9B7C62E558F2C956210614890213972EEC6C7FAB47EA3ACAC4A72FF55EBC35D639B87DA6AC86B28CFE2D4E7212822F6C1AEA8A2F953AF56643C81ADF6B8DC45473E79B3B0CEA398E184FBDAB719EC17839C80FC16544E11B696F7C71FF062D4309990634214C98DAE92CB898164899266003F94469C90CA26080BBF6C8716BA88B8BFF8E2ADE028369867456D939A16B05C9FE5C7FAA8D0EE97BE138E1E060031E6F57BA4AA5480F61DA8E95B98EC4115471CAC98044F73871E8EA56EA565D578BE7384CDF4F11F12DDEDC1FA89E63CAC3962FBFBABDEF22061C5F641287A045DDA0E0A994357E103A6FD33462CF8C8
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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seeking connections and collisions in our weekly seminar discussions. This module draws upon the 
global studies structure to provide texture and materiality of microhistories within a global perspective. 

 
Note: All teaching and discussions will be in English, however, students are encouraged to use their own 
linguistic skills and training to enhance their understanding and use non-Anglophone examples in their 
assessments. 

 
 

Interpreting Evidence CEH10010 

Core module, only available on BA Humanities Classics, English and History 

This module provides an introduction to some of the basic concepts, approaches and methodologies 
commonly utilized in academic study within the disciplines of Classics, English and History. It examines a 
series of case-studies designed to illustrate the types of evidence on which interpretations are based, and 
also how this evidence may be subjected to critical analysis. Students will also be introduced to some of 
the wider theoretical frameworks that underlie such analysis. Each of the module's case-studies will 
consider the inter-relationship between events, concepts and texts relevant to the module theme . In 
2020-21 the module theme will be 'Republic and Empire'. From the Ancient world of Greece and Rome 
up until modern times Republic and Empire have embodied alternative solutions to the issue of how 
society may be best organised and governed. These alternatives have preoccupied political theorists 
and historians, as well as playwrights , poets and artists. Several issues have recurred in discussions 
and representations of Republic and Empire throughout the centuries, including the question of 
legitimacy , the source of authority, the struggle for power and the projection of imagery. Such concerns 
retain their relevance today. Modern western democracy traces its roots to Classical Antiquity, whilst the 
notion of empire and the figure of an emperor - or at least a single, undisputed leader - continues to 
exercise appeal. 
 
 
 
 
 

Autumn (5 credits) 

Approaches to European Studies EUST10010 

Core module, only available on BA Humanities European Studies 

For 2022-2023, we will take as our broad theme The Massacre of St Bartholomew's Day, August 1572. 
With its mix of political intrigue, political and popular violence, and religious conflict, not to mention the 
body of cultural products it inspired such as dramas, poetry, novels and films, the Massacre is a topic 
that lends itself particularly well to exploration through different disciplinary lenses. To help us in our 
investigation, we will hear from specialists from across the College of Arts in UCD, who will speak to us 
about their own research and the methodologies they employ. As a group, we will then attempt to see if / 
to what extent we can make use of or apply any of these approaches to our own case study (1572). The 
sixteenth century represents the beginning of modern European history; the Massacre will showcase 
many of its most salient features. 

 
 

From Micro to Global GBST10020 
Core module, only available to BA Humanities Global Studies 

 
Autumn (5 credits) 

 
An African American is murdered by the police in the United States, causing a statue in England to be 
pulled down and thrown into the harbour. An airdropped crate of canned goods falls in Oceania during 
the Second World War, turning a man into a god and altering global health. A bicycle simultaneously 
facilitates racialised atrocities and gendered liberation. How does this happen? What conditions allow 
some small moments to become larger, whilst others are turning points that fail to turn? This module 
explores specific moments, materials, and ideas in order to understand their global repercussions. It 
tracks how the local becomes global. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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In this module we use a multidisciplinary framing, drawing upon global humanities methodologies, to 
investigate boundaries and connections. Students will be exposed to and engage with theories and 
practices taken from History, Literature, Drama, Film, Material Culture, Art, Anthropology, and 
Archaeology. We will investigate a wide range of conventional and unconventional source materials, 
seeking connections and collisions in our weekly seminar discussions. This module draws upon the 
global studies structure to provide texture and materiality of microhistories within a global perspective. 

 
Note: All teaching and discussions will be in English, however, students are encouraged to use their own 
linguistic skills and training to enhance their understanding and use non-Anglophone examples in their 
assessments. 
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Spring Trimester 
 
 

Rome to Renaissance HIS10080 

Spring (5 credits) 

This module provides an introduction to European history during the middle ages, from the fall of Rome in 
the fifth century to the Renaissance of the later fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The middle ages, once 
dismissed as a time of stagnation and superstition, is now regarded as an exciting period of ferment, 
innovation and creativity. The social, political and cultural foundations of modern Europe were 
established in the middle ages, and the modern era cannot be understood without an awareness of this 
formative millennium. But equally, the study of the middle ages often means encountering the strange 
and unfamiliar, and this too is an essential part of being a historian. This course will study the period by 
focusing on a range of significant events which illustrate some of the most important developments of 
the period. These include the sack of Rome by barbarians, the influence of the Irish on the conversion of 
Europe to Christianity, the trial of Joan of Arc, and Columbus's 'discovery' of America. By the end of the 
trimester not only will you have a grounding in medieval history, society and civilisation, but you will have 
experience of dealing directly with historical evidence, and evaluating and interpreting it in order to reach 
conclusions about events and people from the past. 
 
 

Ireland’s English Centuries HIS10310 

Spring (5 credits) 

In 1460 Ireland was a patchwork of lordships including an English Pale, by 1800 the country was poised to 
enter a United Kingdom with England and Scotland. In 1460, all Irish people shared the common religion 
of Western Europe, by 1800 three groups – Catholics, Protestants and Dissenters dominated. In 1460, 
only a tiny number did not speak Irish, by 1800 English was spoken by well over half the population. 
During these 340 years Ireland experienced massive transfers of land-holding, invasions, bitter civil war 
and a huge expansion of population. This module explains the complex blend of identities, allegiances and 
social changes that shaped the past and continue to shape the Irish present. 
 
 

Radicals and Revolutionaries HIS10450 

Spring (5 credits) 

What does the world look like when viewed from the perspective of those who seek to challenge the 
status quo? How do provocative and disruptive ideas emerge, take root and ultimately re-shape the 
world around us? And why do others become contested, discredited or otherwise unappealing? Join us 
on an exploration of key moments in global history where challenges to dominant ‘western’ ideas, social 
norms, political hierarchies and cultural behaviours have shaken accepted truths, myths and realities. 
This course offers an introductory overview to eight critical episodes from the nineteenth to the early 
twenty-first centuries, travelling around the globe to take in North, South and Latin America, the Middle 
East, Russia, and Africa. In doing so, we will encounter individuals, groups, communities and states who 
have sought to confront the mainstream by proposing radical social and political alternatives. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Spring (10 credits) 

Global Environmental History HIS10500 

Core module, only available on BA Humanities History 

This module is the spring trimester core for the Single Subject History pathway. It is taught as a weekly 
two-hour workshop, which combines short mini-lectures with student-led discussion and activities. As the 
module progresses, we will focus on testing new ideas in conversation, collaboratively reading and 
analysing secondary and primary sources, and gaining skills and confidence in the classroom. 
Collectively, we will explore how history works at a global scale, using the environment as our focus of 
analysis. We will think about humankind’s relationship with the planet across time, and assess how 
environmental history adds to our understanding of more ‘conventional’ histories of communities, 
societies, nations, empires and continents. How have humans interacted with nature, both physically and 
intellectually, and in turn, how have climate, animals, plants and landscape impacted human activity in 
ways that very often transcend national boundaries? How have states and populations sought at 
different times to exploit resources, land, water, commodities and energy? And how has this human- 
nature relationship contributed to broader social, political, economic and intellectual developments? 
Beginning in the late fifteenth century with the Columbian Exchange, but focusing for the most part on 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, we will critically examine the global expansion of empires, the 
development of resource frontiers, economic growth and the shift to fossil fuels, the impact of 
urbanisation and the role of the environment in modern warfare. The final part of the course considers 
the period of the ‘Great Acceleration’ in the second half of the twentieth century, focusing on rapid 
population growth, political ideology, environmentalism, climate change and the perils of capitalism. In 
doing so, we will explore some of the key themes in our shared past: empire, race, industrialisation, 
labour, warfare, totalitarianism, revolution and decolonisation, and consider the ecological roots of the 
modern world. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Level 1 History Elective Modules 
 
 

War: Ancient and modern DSCY10050 

Autumn and Spring (5 credits) 

Wars and armed conflicts remain a subject of great topicality. From the Middle East to Africa conflicts of 
different sizes and levels of intensity continue, while in Eastern Europe, the possibility of war remains a 
permanent threat. 

War has shaped much of the past and present but it has changed its character over time. This module 
will introduce students to the changing character of war from ancient times to the present, highlighting 
the latest research results on a large variety of conflicts and themes: wars, piracy and civil wars in the 
ancient world, the Viking conquests in Europe, the Crusades, the Wars of Religion, the Napoleonic Wars 
of the 19th century, the total wars of the 20th century and the current crisis in the Middle East. The 
module combines insights from history, classics, politics, medicine and sociology. Together, faculty from 
these diverse disciplines will introduce some of the latest research on the topic, including aspects of 
violence and gender, medical responses to the outbreaks of war and the new wars on terror in today s 
Middle East. 
 
 

Animal Histories HIS10460 

Spring (5 credits) 

This module examines the history of animals from the earliest human civilisations to the present. In spite 
of their crucial role in human history, animals have not traditionally been portrayed as central historical 
actors. This module argues for the importance of animals in the history of human society and culture. It 
examines the evolution of human and animal relationships, the role of animals in agriculture and society, 
animals in war, conquest, and empire, and the interconnected histories of human, animal and 
environmental health. It analyses the historical construction of the categories of ‘human’ and ‘animal’, 
and its implications for medicine, science, and animal rights. Some of the themes examined include a 
history of domestication, animals as vectors of illness and plague in the Middle Ages, the Scientific 
Revolution and animal experimentation, the discovery of America and the Columbian Exchange, the 
emergence of animal rights in the 19th century, and animals, extinction and climate change in the 20th 
and 21st centuries. It also examines the problems associated with reconstructing the voice of the animal 
in historical sources. This module incorporates cultural, social, and intellectual histories, as well as the 
history of science. 
 
 

Contagion and Control DSCY10120 

Spring (5 credits) 

The explosive outbreak of COVID-19 has transformed the world we inhabit. Within months of its first 
report in late December 2019, SARS-CoV-2 infected hundreds of millions of bodies, triggered quarantine 
of billions of people, and wiped out trillions of dollars of market value. Like perhaps no other disease, 
COVID-19 has highlighted both the interconnectivity of global environments and societies and the fragility 
of the health systems we have put in place to control emerging disease. But were we always so vulnerable 
to disease? And how did previous generations deal with emerging and existing health challenges? 
Contagion & Control draws on new research from across the medical humanities and sciences to 
introduce students to over 200 years of disease control efforts, the effects of globalisation in spreading 
disease landscapes and health systems across the world, and the conflicting pressures shaping current 
global health. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_DISPLAY_QUERY?p_query=CM100-1b&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Students will learn how crises like COVID-19 are rooted in the dramatic changes that global disease 
environments and the way humans manage their health underwent over the past 200 years. During this 
time, population growth, mass migration, climate change, and ever faster travel connected and 
transformed once distinct disease environments. Biologically, once local diseases like cholera and HIV 
spread around the globe. Culturally, the rise of medical science in the nineteenth century replaced older 
humoral understandings of illness. Politically, these changes were closely associated with the rise of 
powerful industrialised nation states and colonial empires, which depended on new forms of medicine to 
secure their hold on power. Biomedical interventions like vaccines against smallpox, typhoid, rinderpest, 
and other diseases, improved sanitation, and drug treatments like antibiotics played an important role in 
improving human and animal health. Yet the health systems these medical interventions were 
embedded in, such as the socialist systems of the communist sphere or the semi- private systems in the 
Americas, as well as the increasing international coordination of health politics, enabled unprecedented 
levels of centralised control over individuals' lives. Resulting tensions between the desire to implement 
uniform top-down health policies and calls for more nuanced, culturally-attuned policies, which co-rely on 
local actors like traditional healers, persist to this day – as do tensions between strengthening basic 
health care and prioritizing more targeted technological interventions like vaccines. Understanding these 
tensions as part of the broader mutual evolution of societies, disease, environments, and health systems 
improves our knowledge of the past and provides valuable insights for the global health challenges of 
the present. 
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Second Year (Level 2) 
 
 
 
History students can select from the following modules in the second year. 

Please note that some modules may be specific to certain degrees. 

 

Autumn Trimester: 

● History Today (5 credits) HIS21140 

● Islam and Christianity in the Middle Ages (5 credits) HIS20460 
● European Statecraft Strategy & Culture c. 1470-c.1770: Personalities & Power (5 credits) 

HIS20950 
● Living Loving & Dying in 19th Century Ireland (5 credits) HIS20960 
● Sport and the Modern World (5 credits) HIS21320 
● Medicine, Culture and Society (10 credits) HIS31460 

 
 
 
 
Spring Trimester: 

● Nazi Germany (5 credits) HIS20820 
● Northern Ireland 1920-2010: from Partition to Paisley (5 credits) HIS21120 
● The Making of the Middle East (5 credits) HIS21170 
● Celts, Romans and Vikings: The Formation of Early Ireland (5 credits) HIS21240 
● From the Goldmines to Trump: A global history of nativism and anti-immigration since the mid- 

19th Century (5 credits) HIS21260 

● Global Asia (5 credits) HIS21330 
● Marathon (10 credits) HIS21300 

 
 
 
Level 2 History Elective Modules: 
 

● History of Science (5 credits, autumn trimester) HIS20780 
● A History of Ireland: Culture and Society (5 credits, autumn trimester) HIS21100 
● Spanish Civil War (5 credits, autumn trimester) HIS21210 
● History of Science (5 credits, spring trimester) HIS20780 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Autumn Trimester 
 
 
 
 
 
Autumn (5 credits) 

History Today HIS21140 

Core Module 

This is a module that explores the place of history in society. Drawing from podcasts and blogs and 
news websites as well as from academic histories, it looks at how historians work and how this work fits 
into the modern world. Historians have adopted a variety of different approaches to their studies and have 
often disagreed about the causes, meaning and implications of certain historical events. For some, ideas 
about the past have been shaped by political beliefs, by the application of political ideologies and 
philosophies, popular culture and by the desire to produce a more inclusive version of history, focusing 
on the experience of the working classes, women, racial minorities and other groups marginalised in 
established accounts. This module examines how the writing of history has evolved over time and also 
assesses how states, nations and institutions use history for their own end. It asks how history is used, 
and is consumed, by the public. It asks, also, what informs people’s attitude to the past? Is it shaped by 
the history of historians? How and why do we remember the past? When and why do we invoke history? If 
historical memory evolves, what forces tend to influence it? Ultimately, what is the function of history and 
historians in wider society today? 
 
 

Islam and Christianity in the Middle Ages HIS20460 

Autumn (5 credits) 

The first part of the module will examine how Muhammad's revolutionary new message gave rise to a 
vibrant new religion and culture and brought about enormous change in Arabia. The expansion of Islam in 
the Middle East and North Africa and its impact up to c.750 CE will also be investigated. The second part 
of the module will consider the continuation of the Arab conquests in the Mediterranean and southern 
Europe between the 8th and 10th centuries CE, the interaction between Latin Christendom and the 
Islamic world and the Christian resurgence of the 11th century. Throughout the module students will have 
the opportunity to read a selection of primary sources including key Arab and Christian narrative 
histories of the period; religious and legal texts, literature, letters and epigraphy. 
 
 

European Statecraft, Strategy and Culture: c1470 - c1770 – Personalities and Power HIS20950 

Autumn (5 credits) 

Europe or Western Christendom as it was more generally known underwent a major transformation 
following the fall of Constantinople – the capital of the Byzantine Empire or Eastern Christendom in 
1453. It was a crucial time – a life or death moment for Europe. Faced with the real prospect of conquest 
by the overwhelming power of the Ottomans and their allies, European Society, riven by dissension and 
crippled by mediocrity faced an existential crisis. Yet against the odds, individual personalities at 
different times such as, for example, Isabel de Castilla, Pope Julius II, Armand Cardinal Richelieu of 
France, Friedrich-Wilhelm von Brandenburg, and Maria Theresa and Wenzel von Kaunitz of Austria 
emerged to give serious leadership in politics, culture, military strategy and diplomacy. The impact of the 
political and legal ideas of Machiavelli, Vittoria, Erasmus, Hotman de Villiers, Montesquieu, Lipsius and 
Spinoza for example, upon the exercise of power will be assessed. This module examines who the great 
personalities of the age were, and who and what formed their mindsets and inspired them to the 
significant achievements that reversed the rot, rescued their peoples and brought about the rise of the 
nation-states as great powers with political and cultural influence on the world stage from the sixteenth to 
the twentieth centuries. 
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https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Living Loving and Dying in the 19th Century Ireland HIS20960 

Autumn (5 credits) 

What was it like to live in nineteenth-century Ireland? How can we retrieve the histories and stories of 
ordinary people and the experiences of love and marriage, birth and death, crime and punishment, earning 
of living and of sickness and health. What forms of leisure did people pursue and enjoy? How important 
was issues like class, gender, religion and 'respectability' to the lived experiences? Was Ireland a 'modern' 
country when it entered the twentieth century, and if so, how did this effect the fabric of people's lives? This 
module explores these questions and the forces which shaped people' lives during a period when Ireland 
was part of the British Empire. It examines the impact of forces of modernity on Irish society and 
encourages students to question the framing of Ireland as a social and political entity with a unique history. 
The Irish case will be situated within broader European and British trends. 
 
 

Sport and the Modern World HIS21320 

Autumn (5 credits) 

Sport is central to life in the modern world. Why do people play sport, watch sport, talk about sport, 
dream about sport? And why do they choose the sports that they choose? This module examines the 
modern passion for sport and seeks to explain this passion. It assesses to what extent the 
straightforward pursuit of pleasure overwhelms everything else when people chose to engage with sport. 
But it also looks at how such choices are defined (or refined) by the influence of ideology and tradition, 
class and gender, commerce and geography, education and employment. From the colosseums of the 
Roman Empire to the stadia of the twenty-first century, this module will consider the creation of the 
modern sporting world and will analyse the place of sport within the context of social, cultural, political 
and economic change. 
 
 
 
 
 

Autumn (10 credits) 

Medicine, Culture and Society HIS31460 

Core module, only available on BA Humanities History 

Why and when did Western governments intervene in the health of populations, including their 
reproductive and sexual health? What form did these interventions take in colonial contexts? How did 
medical and scientific concepts of health, ill-health, and susceptibility to disease differ according to 
gender, race, ethnicity and class? How did different social, political and professional groups respond to 
the enhanced power of medical science and professions? Did they embrace new public health regimes 
and medical institutions with enthusiasm or were they viewed with suspicion, opposition and resistance? 

Examining Britain and Ireland (1750-1950), this module explores the development of medical 
innovations and institutions - vaccination, contraception, antiseptic techniques, hospitals, and new 
sciences such as microbiology. We assess social and political responses to the rise of medical power 
including anti-vaccination movements, the impact of eugenic ideas on medical practice, and the rise of 
state medical education for men and women. Why and how did the mainly male medical profession 
oppose women becoming doctors? Were early 20th century feminist campaigns for greater access to 
contraception shaped by eugenic theories? How were medical science, institutions, ideas, and services 
shaped by classism, racism and conceptions of gender in the 19th and 20th centuries? And why and 
how were these medical institutions and sets of practices transplanted across the British Empire, often 
supplanting existing complex medical cultures? 

The course draws on British and Irish sources and introduces students to a selection of primary source 
material, including patients’ narratives, film and pictorial sources. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Spring Trimester 
 
 

Nazi Germany HIS20820 

Spring (5 credits) 

The course provides an overview over some of the most important aspects of Nazi Germany – covering 
political, cultural, social and military history. The module provides insights into one of the darkest, most 
disturbing and most formative periods of modern European history. 

The module aims to pay particular attention to different and conflicting interpretations of how the Third 
Reich came into being and why Hitler’s dictatorship proved to be one of the most murderous in history. 
Particular attention will be paid to racial thinking, the Holocaust and the question of European 
collaboration with the Nazis. The module aims to improve the students’ capacity to engage with historical 
interpretations and different methodological approaches. 
 
 

Northern Ireland: 1920-2010 – from Partition to Paisley HIS21120 

Spring (5 credits) 

This course will chart the history of Northern Ireland from its foundation through state building, war, civil 
rights, sectarian conflict, and the peace process. Relative to its size, Northern Ireland is arguably the 
most studied and analysed place on earth in the twentieth century. Partition is by no means a 
phenomenon unique to Ireland. Germany, India, Korea, and Sudan are among the most prominent 
examples of a phenomenon that has been a major component of the twentieth century world. 

The Northern Irish troubles witnessed the deaths of 3,636 people between 1966 and 1999. The conflict 
has been a defining moment in the modern histories of Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, and 
Britain. In being a resolved conflict, the solution arrived at in 1998 has become a template for peace 
processes the world over. 

1998 initiated a peace process rather than concluding a peace settlement. That peace has been at times 
unstable, fragile, and imperfect. This course will progress past the Good Friday Agreement, examining 
the history of near contemporary Northern Ireland to examine how power sharing, decommissioning, and 
cultural demobilisation have shaped a new polity, asking what changed and what stayed the same. 
 
 

The Making of the Middle East HIS21170 

Spring (5 credits) 

The region known as the Middle East is almost synonymous, in the eyes of its foreign observers, with 
the idea of violence. From Napoleon’s short-lived occupation of Egypt to the Iranian Revolution of 1979 to 
9/11, Euro-American imaginaries were saturated with fantasies and fears of Muslim violence.Islam, the 
dominant religion of the people of the Middle East, has been regarded as a particularly or uniquely 
bellicose. Words like jihad and caliph struck terror in the minds of colonial officials and thinktank pundits 
who shaped entire policies around the idea of containing what they believed to be divinely-inspired 
violence. For the powers that were and still be, political movements and revolutions in the Middle East 
were evidence of an innate fanaticism—a failure of modernity itself to tame the passions and the furies of 
the peoples it left behind. In this lecture and module we examine a number of myths around the 
relationship between religion and violence in the Modern Middle East. In this module, we critically 
interrogate the most central cornerstones—sectarianism, artificial borders, for example—of the myth of 
‘Muslim rage’ and come to understand how such ideas have shaped imperial and neo-imperial policy in 
the region from the nineteenth century to the present. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Celts, Romans and Vikings – The Formation of Early Ireland HIS21240 

Spring (5 credits) 

Early Irish history is often thought of as a Celtic golden age of art and culture, brought to an end by 
Viking invaders. The reality was very different. Irish identities were formed by contacts with neighbours 
and newcomers, some peaceful and others violent. 

This module will examine three core themes. Was Ireland Celtic? How did the Romans influence the 
peoples of Ireland, their religion and politics? What was the impact of the Vikings? How did they 
transform Ireland and what were their legacies? The module will offer a fresh way of thinking of the Irish 
past and will challenge myths of exceptionalism and insularity. 

Please note that the current plan is to give this module in-person, depending upon public health 
guidelines. 
 
 

From the Goldmines to Trump – A Global History of Nativism and Anti-Immigration since the 
mid 19th  Century HIS21260 

Spring (5 credits) 

Nativism and anti-immigration (both terms will be used interchangeably throughout the course) refer to 
people's opposition and/or hostility to immigration or minorities. These terms have appeared repeatedly in 
explanations put forward to explain Brexit and Trump’s victory. But they have a much longer history. This 
course will examine nativism since the mid-nineteenth century around the world, starting with the fallout 
from anti-Chinese protests at goldmines in Australia. We will also look at the American anti- Chinese 
movement, South African efforts to exclude Indian immigrants, moves towards restrictionism in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century United States, anti-Semitism in the inter-war period, and the 
varying treatment ‘postcolonial’ migrants, ‘guestworker’ immigrants and people in search of asylum in 
Europe received after 1945. The course will try to understand why anti-immigration rhetoric became 
prominent at certain times. Do people, political parties and certain media outlets communicate hostility 
towards immigrants and minorities more for economic or cultural (identity) reasons? Is anti- immigration 
inevitable when extensive immigration takes place? Is nativism bottom-up or top-down – that is, does it 
come from normal people reacting to economic and societal pressures or is it due to the arrival of 
charismatic politicians saying things that established parties will not? Why do men tend to vote for anti-
immigration parties more so than women? Why do higher educated people vote less frequently for anti-
immigration parties? What role has the media, including social media more recently, played in the rise of 
anti-immigration sentiments? Most readings will take the form of journal articles, but primary sources will 
be provided most weeks to enable us to examine the rhetoric used by prominent anti- immigrant voices 
in the past. 
 

Global Asia HIS21330 

Spring (5 credits) 

This course introduces Asia’s quest for nation-building and global modernity to students without prior 
knowledge of the region and its people. How did Asia since the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
pursue modernity on national and global levels? How and why did those pursuits connect Asian societies 
and states to the wider world? 

What motivated Asians to situate themselves within worlds beyond than the family, the village, the city, 
the nation, the empire or the region? What were the professional channels that connected the 
emergence of modern Asia to developments overseas? 
Themes involve systematic comparisons of a wide array of nation-building programs in China, Japan, 
Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand and India. Case 
studies include how Asian pioneers such as Sun Yat-sen, Ho Chi Minh and many others embraced 
global connections as a necessity for their professional work, their personal identities and their political 
causes. Thinking through global Asia since the 1870s ranges across social history, cultural history, 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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political history, economic history, the history of religions, the history of mobility, institutional history and 
global history. The course will feature classic readings on these topics as well as brand new publications 
of 2022. 

 
 
 
 
 

Spring (10 credits) 

Marathon HIS21300 

Core module, only available on BA Humanities History 

This module is designed to get students using their historical imagination, by placing themselves in the 
role of a historical character or a participant in a controversial historical event. It is a small-group, 
seminar-based module and at the end of the semester it includes a day-long seminar where students 
present their own, originally composed document. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Level 2 History Elective Modules 
 
 

History of Science HIS20780 

Autumn and Spring (5 credits) 

This module provides a broad outline of the history of science, from ancient times to the present, and 
incorporates a number of fields of study that we today consider to be ‘scientific’. It traces a line from the 
earliest conceptions of the universe to the evolving views of mankind’s relationship with his world, 
through the Scientific Revolution to current and emerging scientific theories that challenge our very 
notions of reality itself. The course addresses the question of what counts as science, and whether this 
has changed over time. What, for example, would the idea of ‘science’ or ‘scientific endeavour’ have 
meant to the earliest geographers, zoologists or mathematicians? What is a ‘scientific revolution’? How 
does the history of science confirm or challenge our ideas of historical narratives? 

The module covers the history of several areas of science, including: Natural Philosophy, Astronomy, 
Botany, Zoology, Medicine, Anatomy & Dissection, Physiology, Animal Science & Veterinary Medicine, 
Alchemy, Chemistry, Biology, Physics, Atomic Theory & Quantum Mechanics, Geology, Evolution, 
Genetics, Environmental Science, Climatology, Philosophy of Science. 
 
 

A History of Ireland – Culture and Society HIS21100 

Autumn (5 credits) 

History has shaped modern Irish life in ways that are many and complex. This course opens with an 
exploration of Irish culture and society in a new millennium. What is it about Ireland that is unique? And 
what is it, instead, that is part of a shared human experience that transcends borders, whether political 
or geographic? The course examines how millennia of history have shaped life on the island from the 
arrival of the first humans, through the Irish experience within the British Empire, and on to a partitioned 
island which is organized into two states: Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. The course will 
also assess how Ireland has been shaped by emigration, by Famine, and by media, among other forces. 
Woven through the course will be an appraisal of continuity and change in political, social, economic and 
cultural dimensions of Irish history. 
 
 

Spanish Civil War HIS21210 

Autumn (5 credits) 

This module examines the economic, social, political, cultural and religious roots of the Spanish Civil 
War (1936-39) and places them within the wider international historical context. The domestic causes of 
the military coup in July 1936 will be explored in conjunction with a focus on ideals and ideologies and 
other key factors that favoured its internationalisation and ultimately led to foreign intervention (Fascist 
Italy, Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union) and “malevolent neutrality” (Great Britain, France and the 
United States). The violence and hatred between Nationalists and Republicans that were unleashed in 
this conflict will be analysed as part of a broader discussion of the highly polarised rhetoric that inspired it. 
The war’s dual nature, revolutionary and reactionary, and the short and long-term repression that it 
triggered, will be examined by drawing on a wide selection of primary and secondary sources, such as 
archival records, propaganda posters and cartoons, newspapers, photography, literature, memoirs, film, 
graphic novels and art. Interpretative categories that have attracted increasing attention in recent 
historiography, such as gender and race, will also be discussed. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters=A8579BD11ACCC6282D76D5E3ECD43C0164FBB6AEF4E5E601775417ECA55A570AAD6958BABDAF5AE169F03B8F1047AFAE4184F6A51A818B793A61A4B2055E4646CEF0CEB9CE302F4A83CAFAF266137FE6B35566BCC77096B4025208D7D6FA95214E3E1AB8FFE47CAE3B32E58C83AFBB1B1A6C244034F41E8A0C0B5D11731E98FA61376CD7C80EEDD7728972705A3EAD9EA0DBA37C112040254977210DF2AC96E257E857DBF42286C932E251D28B63468C8032989BFAE3291F47DF022719194C8698CF01F04CB5D5291086E98682EBFB1EBC59F8605EFC90211129D96957F14F89918D95D3265B1EC717F4CC6AEB2B0999A35C3176EC5851223C15819835E2BBC5A5D591F0628525F9002454E64DED2B96829410B344E9CF2DBD4AF5F3B3C47039B318A27B982B5C21A6F7C8D32EEB3C2483B596C4BA64F5BA6E3FD84DF969942336DBF231E244D350FC1592E4886322636D30653A5FE2B3E2BD1CA06B41C4E5A0
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters=A8579BD11ACCC6282D76D5E3ECD43C0164FBB6AEF4E5E601775417ECA55A570AAD6958BABDAF5AE169F03B8F1047AFAE4184F6A51A818B793A61A4B2055E4646CEF0CEB9CE302F4A83CAFAF266137FE6BA6619C99B1D8A1B1235812A66765B2F8CA01B3AC3A1490801BEBBEE2A8EA312CDAB1C8AF51A7CDAABFD44A571EC7998E8D9C2D5D32ACF28659DE4283E57CBD989C890F77D405C12C293A29AE86853C9B4DD112A9F523E3D07DF9E531C90F87140DBBD072C83AC726A7C9575E4D96024C95514A619B0A327357138B4ACCE08A120203C3AD4B468CCF34ACB97DC5E8090861D49B174FB94AF411DDA83A46494BB108A86826E20DE9872C50D0CFD1CB1142A3F0C05022ED1FB09A688FA8315B9D4731BA51CC0B46395545CCBAA0F64C6C54F6E7A8A59682EC28C08E1930134EBBE8764D82B16B8ECB57C1A8EB21A3AA63C81AA2A8634A305F6706FC17C3BD044E18C3E1A70CD60C4B17AEC9A2FAA32B25D
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Third Year and Fourth Year (Level 3) 
 
 
History students can select from the following modules in the third year and fourth year. 

Please note that some modules may be specific to certain degrees. 

 

Autumn Trimester: 

● Research Skills Seminar (5 credits) HIS30550 
● Rise Fall Rise of Modern Japan (10 credits) HIS31280 
● The Irish Revolution 1910-1923 (10 credits) HIS31320 
● Past, Present and Future in Medieval England (10 credits) HIS31500 
● Contested Histories in Australia (10 credits) HIS31850 
● Roads to Heaven & Hell (10 credits) HIS31900 
● Florence 1200-1400 (10 credits) HIS32430 
● Conquering Ireland 1579-1691 (5 credits) HIS32460 
● US Pivots To Asia 1890s-1950s (10 credits) HIS32620 
● Manufacturing Truth in the Modern World (10 credits) HIS32710 
● Frontiers of Empire Ireland and the Roman World, 100-600 AD (10 credits) HIS32720 
● The Digital Humanities (10 credits) HIS32730 
● Settler Colonialism (10 credits) HIS32850 
● Jonathan Swift and Ireland (10 credits) HIS32860 
● Questions in History (5 credits) HIS32900 
● The 1641 Rebellion (10 credits) HIS32970 

 
Spring Trimester: 
 

● Conference (5 credits) HIS31340 
● Revolutionary Russia 1905-1921 (5 credits) HIS32310 
● Genocide & Mass Violence in the Twentieth Century (5 credits) HIS32380 
● Madness and Civilisation (10 credits) HIS31310 
● Alcohol, Drugs & Society (10 credits) HIS32350 
● British Atlantic History 1607-1776 (10 credits) HIS31400 
● Irish Foreign Policy 1919-73: A Place Among the Nations (10 credits) HIS31760 
● Roads to Heaven & Hell (10 credits) HIS31900 
● Biography and History (10 credits) HIS32230 
● A History of Decadence: Sex Spectacle and Corruption in Eighteenth-Century Venice (10 

credits) HIS32330 
● Florence 1400-1530 (10 credits) HIS32440 
● Anticolonial Thought in the Twentieth Century (10 credits) HIS32480 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters=A8579BD11ACCC6282D76D5E3ECD43C0164FBB6AEF4E5E601775417ECA55A570AAD6958BABDAF5AE169F03B8F1047AFAE2F0EFD93EB021086DABB36A2B9F72FC3BF1A704F3C8DB00E7FD6859EDF533B46C2BE7D17E6241DF94D1CF9DC0A96752EE5AB21F88A0E976848F28DF0F644D63CC6938C96E6FCBF68FF4171F8125B683089CD9DD61B8AA925A66BC796065913D1E6EA44FC87FEE28C2BD7307E4D7CF5F97AAB70211B96976E5E05A407A76631F8EC3193083FA42DF450AD330B366C4DBBF15469AB21BA3775A1CA6C51C57F4B64A48ADBB758E6FC67877B2ED4F4A698BAABAFD5DCAED4429D0E98C03BFCA5173E50368F9CB9C9F2ABD8BE007B9E867288A810000CCE5649C28FCD8E460D155551AB2279E12B8E47D5D5B720C58A2A35AE1D53946C8783D453785212C32035803EAFC63B8E77D019BF1CC35C0F08A92AF75273515A88DD04E3879BB0779FCD97462249F1BBF68D65A01C8A3214388DA092
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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● Migration Nation: The Irish Migration Experience since 1945 (10 credits) HIS32650 
● Conservative Political Activism in the United States 1960-1980 (10 credits) HIS32660 
● Manufacturing Truth in the Modern World (10 credits) HIS32710 
● History from below: Rural life in the middle ages (10 credits) HIS32800 
● Settler Colonialism (10 credits) HIS32850 
● Spectacle and the Modern World (10 credits) HIS32870 
● Sexuality and Society (10 credits) HIS32880 
● Britain in the Islamic World: Themes of empire, religion and resistance 1800-1950 (10 credits) 

HIS32920 
● Devolution, Dominion, Democracy: Ireland's constitutional history north and south, 1870-2007 

(10 credits) HIS32920 
● Pills, Patents & Policies (10 credits) HIS32940 

 
 
Level 3 History Dissertation Modules: 

● SSH Dissertation 2 Trimester Duration - Autumn and Spring (20 credits) HIS32890 
● Dissertation Spring (15 credits) HIS32840 
● Dissertation Spring (15 credits) CEH30020 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters=A8579BD11ACCC6282D76D5E3ECD43C0164FBB6AEF4E5E601775417ECA55A570AAD6958BABDAF5AE169F03B8F1047AFAE2F0EFD93EB021086DABB36A2B9F72FC3BF1A704F3C8DB00E7FD6859EDF533B469CF4A211AAC69A032BA7555E52C7D45A5CFE73CC0380DF8FB5BD884CA413B1B07EE450BA27BD5864CBA2398DEF2991C0CE8D836B6FCAA616D88BA31B7A53EE0D0A3C1E1AB874A55BB30373C9B7E75EEBFFE8F4073669EDAE05517E5644616FF6B6D6C297D7160FFA7B83F2B072E0D44E639FEE055F23C846F5ADB3CC514EBB63232DFAB0942F86601E162E2C53113A07B4431E10E314AA326ACA78A1DD06FF2D6B1913D5370F73CB315D56D4019890B8D30AED9818A9AB081A9F338F2CB8F9F664C6DC61A5FF6F468A33998221E9E6160AC95EC270F1735347223B843A93707B3857210F3DF50DC6C213A86DEF9713160BB04EA47CB43621DFCFCC724D67B3665672BE7EB9202E8FF17156C250C8508B
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters=A8579BD11ACCC6282D76D5E3ECD43C0164FBB6AEF4E5E601775417ECA55A570AAD6958BABDAF5AE169F03B8F1047AFAE2F0EFD93EB021086DABB36A2B9F72FC3BF1A704F3C8DB00E7FD6859EDF533B46E2A2580D7965C9277DF63D9DEED10790F03D219490E85731C943505A162110837F2D85FC3A09A7C8F511A3B25B44965965F8BB5BC2F5D873C49DA4621F55BDB0163F5998E1AAF95ABAA17DC24FBFD3D79792424682AB241E288C2EAD40D16A2B6D8D84B390793021188788BC96245260C18251FF44E93664C21FC32A2A0498CD22041689979FBA92A875CC3E0A3A9A38A0AB3BA3F06C0C443ADC91FF6A8F597D6B32D259991703F0BFBABAF6A084A39D21A905C9A17F90A04E59DE5EFCCFABBB0ED3A77ECBBB962127046B856A5BAE8146522CF0BF188DC33AA2A04CD27E00E9F1A67F9397B310D064CDC1E228634288CD35EE533D497A6FEA32FE43112F196E812A3E375C89B67A671B7B0E7F2FA0AE
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Autumn Trimester 
 
 
 
 
 
Autumn (5 credits) 

Research Skills Seminar HIS30550 

Only available on BA Humanities degrees 

The prime objective of this module is to prepare students to write a dissertation. Students will be 
required as part of the module to arrange three meetings with their dissertation supervisor during the 
trimester, each one tied to the three assessments required on the module. The module will focus on 
three areas of dissertation preparation: the dissertation Proposal; 2: the survey of secondary source 
literature; and 3: the identification of the key primary source material for the topic. Every student needs to 
identify a topic, and then focus that topic so that it is coherent and workable. Likewise, every student 
needs to identify and analyse primary source materials, work with secondary literature, and develop a 
methodology. In this module, students will begin this process by working as a group and with their 
individual supervisors. 
 
 

Rise, Fall, Rise of Modern Japan HIS31280 

Autumn (10 credits) 

A hundred years ago, the European powers were at the centre of the world’s wealth and power. Within 
fifty years that position of global pre-eminence had shifted to the United States of America. This had led 
inevitably to realignments in the balance of power and new rivalries as well as new opportunities. About 
twenty years ago a more recent shift in the balance of world economic power to East Asia with Japan at 
its epicentre took place. With the largest surpluses in the history of merchandise trade, Japan had 
transformed itself into a financial and technological superpower and set a dynamic example for other 
East Asian nations to follow. 

Despite war, destruction and occupation Japan, has since 1945, emerged as one of the world’s major 
economic and financial powers. This module will examine the impact of Western expansion in East Asia 
on Japan and how the Japanese responded to it politically and culturally. Also it will examine the 
consequences of Japan’s response to the West for other East Asian nations, particularly China and 
Korea. It will analyse the political, diplomatic, economic and cultural dynamics in Japanese History that 
contributed to its rise and to its role as a major power on the global stage. 
 
 

The Irish Revolution 1910-1923 HIS31320 

Autumn (10 credits) 

This course seeks to recreate the excitement, turmoil and difficulties of this crucial period in modern Irish 
history by outlining the course of the revolution as well as examining some of the documentary evidence 
produced by those involved. The course will deal with all aspects of the Irish revolution, including the 
1916 Rising, the War of Independence, Partition, the Treaty and the Civil War, and the social, political 
military, economic and cultural impact and legacy of the struggle for Irish independence in the early 
twentieth century. The significance of the Decade of Commemoration associated with this period will be 
explored. Sources from this period will be discussed in detail in the seminars, including contemporary 
newspaper reports, documents from Irish archives, published collections of speeches and published 
memoirs or books by participants in the period, letters and diaries, as well as the extensive range of 
books in the UCD Library. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Past, Present and Future in Medieval England HIS31500 

Autumn (10 credits) 

How did people in the middle ages think about their past, present and future? How did they explain the 
fortunes of individuals and the rise and fall of empires? How did they discuss authority and resistance, 
religious conflict, the natural and the supernatural world? This course looks at how a talented and 
original group of writers in England in the high middle ages tried to make sense of the remarkable times in 
which they lived. Combining history, prophesy, poetry and political commentary, their works address not 
only the dramatic events of the time – the murder of Thomas Becket, the rebellion of Eleanor of 
Aquitaine, the crusade of Richard the Lionheart – but a range of other topics, from the character of the 
Irish to the nature of werewolves. Students will gain both an insight into a formative period in English 
history and an appreciation how historical interpretation has changed over time. 
 
 

Contested Histories in Australia HIS31850 

Autumn (10 credits) 

This module surveys important controversies and defining national moments in Australian history, and 
invites students to situate these within a comparative context of historical contestations in other western 
democracies, particularly Ireland. Through a case study approach, students will engage debates about 
the place of history in the production of national identity, and undertake guided research and analysis of 
a chosen topic. Topics for consideration include: national commemorations and the statue wars; colonial 
rebellion and relationship to empire; war and nation-building; indigenous rights; access to citizenship. 
 
 

Roads to Heaven and Hell HIS31900 

Autumn (10 credits) 

In 1500, everyone who lived on the island of Ireland was a member of a single Christian church in 
communion with Rome. Belief in God and in the afterlife was universal and affected many aspects of 
daily life. By 1650 Ireland had been riven by sectarian violence and war carried out in the name of 
various religious denominations. People were prepared to shed blood in the name of a version of God 
that they believed to be the correct one. Variety in religion also opened up the frightening prospect of 
making the wrong choice – taking the wrong path into the afterlife. This course looks at a series of 
events that fractured and marked Irish society and which became tangled up in a century and a half of 
war and persecution. The emergence of Roman Catholic, Church of Ireland and Presbyterian identities 
would create a fusion of ethnic and religious thinking that would go on to dominate the island for more 
than three centuries. It is a story which takes students into the most intimate lives of the past inhabitants of 
Ireland. 
 
 

Florence 1200-1400 HIS32430 

Autumn (10 credits) 

Florence rose from being a relatively unimportant regional town in 1200 to become one the greatest 
cities in Europe over the course of the next two centuries. Its growth in size, wealth, power and prestige 
was both rapid and remarkable. It was based on a thriving economy dominated by the textile industry, 
commerce and banking. By the early fourteenth century Florence had a population of around 100,000 
and lay at the centre of a vast international web of trade and finance which stretched from the British 
Isles to the Holy Land. The political and social life of the city was dominated by great noble families and 
the city’s leading trade and craft guilds who vied with each other for power and influence in the 
Commune - the name for the collective civic government in which all citizens could participate. However, in 
1348, Florence was devastated by the Black Death. Up to 60% - or 2 in 3 - of the population perished. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters=A8579BD11ACCC6282D76D5E3ECD43C0164FBB6AEF4E5E601775417ECA55A570AAD6958BABDAF5AE169F03B8F1047AFAE2F0EFD93EB021086DABB36A2B9F72FC3BF1A704F3C8DB00E7FD6859EDF533B46E5F1D3E0B30B0DD6D7C6215B381A326D0F7B4600221FEDA81EFE96277C6374CF1268525ABBD5FCEED0876D2A253A2710AADAF95F7737DFBDFD02357D8061D940DE9FA079C9BB796D8C03098330365BF1617BCB9EAA1FFEDBBFF8505BC76AC6E1005CDC438790F64220C0CFA1599A2735F4C605182F2AD16BB59CCEAF90EFAF13C1BE9AE39298A89010F1EF6D3B0A47B0EE26003C667DB839B94BEF7984803298CBDA2C08DB8292348356251DB569C56811E3A4732C7FF9ACC0625F448A12FF3E581C605102C71C048FB574BB54E2BADCB12EF178C3DD279762B584B13599FE287E7185777EE30DBC7BE52B24D7C70A3C5D42681BD14367B2B1691FD9CBAAD0F73EB8AD2AA9FC2DB81A433884A38DCDE3
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This led to severe economic contraction and social dislocation culminating in a popular uprising in 1378 
which briefly threatened city's stability. Despite these turbulent times Florence, unlike many other Italian 
city-states which came to be dominated by a single powerful family during this period, resisted the drift 
towards urban lordship( 'signoria'). For this reason Florentines came to imagine their city as the 
successor of the ancient Roman republic, a beacon of republican freedom surrounded by hostile cities 
ruled by 'tyrants'. This self-image was connected with a revival of interest in all aspects of Classical 
culture (philosophy, literature, history, art and architecture). This cultural movement became known as 
Humanism and was profoundly influential. The Florentines fought a series of wars against neighbouring 
towns and cities in Tuscany during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries – especially Siena, Pisa and 
Lucca - and as a result achieved a measure dominance over the region. Florence has an extremely rich 
legacy of written sources from this period which form the basis of the material studied on this module. 
These include chronicles, government records, personal memoirs, letters and legal documents. Major 
themes that will be covered include politics, war, commerce, religion, history and literature, art, 
architecture and urban development. 
 
 

Conquering Ireland 1579-1691 HIS32460 

Autumn (5 credits) 

In the period examined by this course, Ireland became the subject of three major military conquests, 
each of which resulted in significant bloodshed and political and social dislocation.This module examines 
the expansion of English state authority in late Tudor Ireland, in its first section focusing in particular on 
the Desmond Rebellion, the Munster Plantation and the Nine years War seeking to understand why 
conflict became so endemic and widespread in the island during this period. The course moves on to 
examine the genesis of the rebellion of 1641, which followed a period of substantial peace, the 
Confederate wars and the Cromwellian conquest of Ireland. The final section of the module analyses the 
causes, progress and consequences of the Williamite wars. The course seeks to place the analysis of 
military violence in Ireland in its wider international context, both with regard to the Wars of Religion in 
continental Europe and the Civil Wars in Britain and in colonial contexts in America. 
 
 

US Pivots to Asia 1890s-1950s HIS32620 

Autumn (10 credits) 

This module charts in 11 weeks the history of U.S.-Asian relations from the U.S. entrance into Asia as a 
colonial power to the legacy of the Second World War. It engages with comparisons and connections 
across a broad variety of U.S.-Asian relationships: their cultural, economic, social and political aspects. It 
asks how transnational and international forces between U.S. and Asian societies and governments 
shaped key dynamics of the global twentieth century. 

Giving attention to the social basis of transnational and international relations, we will examine how and 
why U.S. and Asian migrants, lobbyists, NGOs and other private actors developed a sustained impact on 
global politics. In terms of ideology, this period saw a stronger, if intermittent, support for U.S. overseas 
expansion than ever before (in the Philippines, Japan, China and elsewhere). In economic respect, U.S. 
business capital followed and penetrated increasingly global, Asian markets. In diplomacy, Washington 
became morally and strategically entangled with new enemies, competitors and partners in Asia and 
elsewhere. In none of these developments did the U.S. act alone or necessarily act first. All across, the 
global dimension of U.S.-Asian interactions carried lessons and warnings of history. 

Our discussions and analyses will incorporate that on any issue, at least two possible perspectives could 
clash. We will juxtapose the perspectives, interests, actions and arguments of U.S. and Asian actors to 
understand social, political and cultural counterparts. The course will be sensitive to U.S.- Asian 
configurations that paralleled developments in the Pacific and Europe. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Manufacturing Truth in the Modern World HIS32710 

Autumn (10 Credits) 

False information proliferates in the modern world. Words are used to confuse, mislead and deceive. 
Images are manipulated to shift their meaning. Statistics are misused to lie in support of agendas and 
causes. From propaganda to click-bait, from satire to conspiracy theory, from pseudoscience to partisan 
reporting, from stories describing events that actually never happened to unintentional errors of fact, 
false information is everywhere. The ubiquity of social media has radically redrawn the manner in which 
information is shared, but false information is not a product of the age of the Internet; it is something that 
has run through modern history. Using a series of case studies, this module will examine the history of 
misinformation, or ‘mistakes’; disinformation, or ‘lies’ and ‘hoaxes’, which are false and spread 
deliberately to deceive; and malinformation, or ‘gossip’, which may perhaps be correct but is used to 
harm. In some case studies, all three categories are interwoven in the story. Ultimately, this is a module 
about the primacy of analyzing evidence: it seeks to develop an understanding of how to assess 
evidence in all its aspects and how to use it. It is further concerned with critical thinking, as an essential 
tool for every historian and for every citizen in the modern world. 
 
 

Frontiers of Empire: Ireland and the Roman World, 100-600 AD HIS32720 

Autumn (10 credits) 

The Roman Empire stretched from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic West in the early centuries AD, a 
period known as Late Antiquity. Ireland’s geography made the island a frontier of this great empire. Late 
Antiquity was also a time of profound change. During the fourth and fifth centuries Roman political 
influence declined in parts of the West, leading to new opportunities and challenges. Events shaped and 
reshaped the Roman frontiers, including Ireland, ultimately giving rise to the peoples and identities that 
transformed European and Middle Eastern histories. 

This module will examine these transitions in Ireland. It will consider the island’s status as a Roman 
frontier, placing this in the wider contexts of the Empire as a whole. We will explore a range of sources 
from this era, including material evidence and texts. We will ask questions. How was Ireland shaped by 
the Roman frontier? How did writing first reach the island? In what ways did elites respond to Roman 
influences? What role did changing patterns of religious belief play? Did distinctively Irish identities 
emerge by the end of Late Antiquity? 

When this module is complete, students will have a new understanding of the origins of Irish history and of 
the important role of contact with the Roman Empire. 
 
 

The Digital Humanities HIS32730 

Autumn (10 credits) 

The digital humanities are powering huge transformations in the way history is explored. Vast mountains of 
data can now be mined in ways previously unimaginable. This course offers a hands-on introduction to a 
range of core techniques employed in the field. The class will be taught through short presentations by the 
module coordinator, but more especially practicals which will lead you step by step through areas such as: 
data harvesting (extracting information from the catalogue of the Imperial War Museum), relational 
databases (slave trade), visualization techniques, deep learning, text analysis/mining, and using Python 
(a simple but incredibly powerful code). Through these eye-opening introductory sessions, together with 
the final individually-tailored research project you will work on, we hope to build your confidence in the 
field. More broadly, the course will help improve your awareness of what is possible in your future 
research or indeed to real-world scenarios, helping to draw your attention both to the opportunities as 
well as the limitations of technology-driven research approaches. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters=A8579BD11ACCC6282D76D5E3ECD43C0164FBB6AEF4E5E601775417ECA55A570AAD6958BABDAF5AE169F03B8F1047AFAE2F0EFD93EB021086DABB36A2B9F72FC3BF1A704F3C8DB00E7FD6859EDF533B465EF678166318EF59199E6DAA648845F708B588A6BDAF69BA2DD01458EB81AA1565E8D3D84F1C00A1C0FE76A87EE3F4741CF6F40A952757AA80DD9A1353F18064AF46F3F17A85FE990CECF5B3544B885C7D462BE3DD95C3612A671C27AEB234CCCE1BCBBEA8AD9E029651ABED997D3F1D58A3DBD2067C2D05F8832A85EABE9414E4BA48F882E347EDE3AE799BF97BC2CE9813DB3C35608427D30709E5FEB7244BA57BC051FFD02F65E3C410DFFFB1599A16335ABDFA7CBAC077B0F5BCA6FCC6AC12CCB97AD9CE70DFC2502B6735C34244D254DDA1FB75774A050E8C43577C79C5FA4B1710FD0319340642BE68C98FB78099E29AE9B66F46C028BDAA650993A358D0FDEBF900186CDD43519CE0ABF3DE7F
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Settler Colonialism HIS32850 

Autumn (10 credits) 

Settler colonialism is the history of expansion, occupation, elimination, and commemoration. This 
module is an investigation of those currents, using case studies from Africa, Oceania, North America, the 
Middle East, and Europe. The creation of frontiers and the expansion into peripheries focus us on the 
occupation of ‘space’ that underpins settlement. Encounters with Indigenous peoples created colonial 
binaries of ‘civilised’ and ‘savage’ in order to justify racially motivated violence, removal, and 
extermination. Issues of sovereignty were enshrined in material and cultural markers, from statutes to 
statues. 
In this module we will engage with the historiography of settler colonialism studies and primary source 
materials. Moving beyond written texts, we will also examine illustrations, songs, films, and memes. 
Beginning with a theoretical overview, we will seek to uncover the ways settler colonialism differs from 
imperialism. We will then blur these distinctions using specific source materials in order to view 
colonialism from a range of perspectives. We will explore settler colonial policies and the technologies of 
governance. We will engage in issues of belonging, assimilation, and collaboration. Finally, we will 
explore past and contemporary resistance movements to settler colonialism. We will ask if settler 
colonialism ever ends, and explore the ways in which settler societies can decolonise. 
 
 

Jonathan Swift and Ireland HIS32860 

Autumn (10 credits) 

This module examines the history of Ireland during the lifetime of Jonathan Swift. Most famous as the 
author of Gulliver’s Travels, Swift is often deemed the greatest satirist in the English Language. As a 
commentator on both Irish and English religion, politics and society more generally, his writings have 
been assessed and reassessed by generation after generation of scholars and academics. Yet there 
continues to be much disagreement as to the contemporary significance of his writings and their wider 
impact during his lifetime. This module looks to locate Swift’s writings relating to Ireland within their wider 
historical context and to consider the factors that drove Swift to produce such works. In so doing, it will 
consider historical contexts relating to Swift as a member of the Church of Ireland clergy, his attitude 
towards Irish Catholics and Protestant Dissenters, his political outlook and beliefs with regard to Ireland’s 
constitutional connection with England and the presence of a permanent professional army in Ireland, his 
understanding of emerging modern financial practices, and his engagement with contemporary 
understandings of societal structures relating to poverty, commerce, social distinction, gender, and other 
such concerns. 

 
Questions in History HIS32900 

Autumn (5 credits) 

This module, as the title suggests, revolves around questions: questions that historians have asked 
about historical events and phenomena, questions that historians have asked about the aims of their 
own research, and questions that others have asked—and keep asking—about the work that historians 
do. Such questions range from abstract musings about the purpose of history-writing to practical 
questions, like choosing the best methods for researching particular themes. The lectures will draw on 
examples from different periods—antique, medieval, early modern, and modern—and our discussions 
will stretch across periods and geographical boundaries. We will of course examine what approaches 
historians applied to investigating various questions but we will also invite students to raise their own 
questions and to engage in what historians sometimes call 'problematising', or the practice of 
challenging received narratives and accepted conventions. We will be asking whether history is a 
science, how historical periods are constructed (periodisation), whether we can learn from history, to 
what extent events and phenomena are comparable across places, whether men have a different history 
from women, how historians work with other disciplines, how scientific the discipline of history is, who 
owns history, and why should we study history in the first place. Whatever your interest in history is, the 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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module will give you a deeper insight into the historian’s craft and enrich your understanding of the 
approaches and methods that you may wish to apply. This module significantly reinforces work done in 
level 3 10-credit modules and dissertations, and also provides a valuable springboard to postgraduate 
study. 
 
 

1641 Rebellion HIS32970 

Autumn (10 credits) 

The 1641 rebellion was one of the hinge points in Irish History. Following a failed strike to seize Dublin 
Castle and some limited success in occupying fortresses in Ulster, the rebellion gradually spread 
throughout most of the island with a pattern of violence which involved attacks against the Protestant 
population which saw them plundered, often stripped, expelled from their homes, and sometimes 
becoming the victims of even worse violence, including many deaths, either directly at the hands their 
attackers or more commonly from exposure during a very cold winter. In turn, the essentially settler 
population responded with often savage reprisals and their capacity to inflict casualties was increased in 
areas where they were supported by organized military forces, and then vastly expanded by the gradual 
arrival of armies from England and Scotland to repress the rebellion. The constitutional crisis in England 
which ultimately led to the outbreak of Civil War in August 1642 meant that rather than being quelled the 
rebellion instead gave birth to an oath-bound association, the Confederate Catholics of Ireland, which 
attempted to both restrain the social disorder which had engulfed the island and to organize to protect 
the Catholic community from the expected retribution for the rebellion from Britain. Much of the island 
came under the control of this Catholic proto-state which only dissolved itself in 1649 as the bulk of its 
organization made peace with a Royalist party also engaged in war with the regicidal English parliament. 
It was this Interregnum regime which conquered Ireland between 1649 and 1653, resulting in a profound 
demographic catastrophe and what proved an enduring shift in the confessional division of land 
ownership and urban government. Part of the motivation for the conquest and the punitive settlement 
derived from the desire to settle accounts for the 1641 rebellion which was widely believed to have 
caused a greatly inflated number of casualties, and for which most of the Catholic population was 
assigned responsibility in different measures. Protestant memory of the 1641 rebellion which tended to 
exaggerate the number of deaths, the brutality and malevolence of the violence, the responsibility of the 
Catholic clergy and the role Protestant negligence had played in allowing their community to become 
victims in such a harrowing fashion, meant that it subsequently became a central reference point of 
Protestant identity in the island. In a cognate fashion, the savagery of the Cromwellian conquest and its 
attendant demographic disaster, intensified by changes in landownership and the exile of key military, 
mercantile and clerical elites, helped to unify a narrative memory of Catholic Irish as victims of state and 
sectarian violence. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Spring Trimester 
 
 
 
 
 
Spring (5 credits) 

Conference HIS31340 

Core module, only available on BA Humanities History 

On this module students will organise a one-day conference to be held in the School of History. The 
class will have collective responsibility for the planning, scheduling and publicity of the event. Each 
student will make an individual contribution consisting of a presentation which will be closely related to 
the subject of their dissertation. The presentations will be then be written up as essays. 
 
 

Revolutionary Russia 1905-1921 HIS32310 

Spring (5 credits) 

In under twenty years, Russia experienced three revolutions, world war, civil war, the collapse of the 
three-hundred-year-old Romanov dynasty, and the rise of the Soviet state. This course examines the 
causes and consequences of these tumultuous years from 1905 to 1921, exploring the rich political, 
social, intellectual and cultural world of revolutionary Russia. It looks at the challenges of reform and 
modernisation in late imperial Russia, the rise of revolutionary politics, the impact of the First World War 
and the immediate events of 1917 leading to the establishment of Bolshevik power, before assessing the 
Red victory in the civil war, revolutionary and utopian cultures, and the consolidation of the early Soviet 
state. In doing so, the course focuses on the centres of power in Moscow and Petersburg and their key 
actors, but also ventures into provinces and countryside to assess the ways in which political and social 
change unfolded elsewhere. We will also engage with critical debates in the historiography of the period 
on the ‘inevitable’ fall of the Romanov dynasty, continuities between the late imperial and early Soviet 
systems, and the relationship between state, society and the individual before and after the 1917 
revolution. 
 
 

Genocide and Mass Violence in the Twentieth Century HIS32380 

Spring (5 credits) 

Was the twentieth century uniquely violent? If so, why? This course explores the question of genocide 
and mass violence in the twentieth-century world. In this class, we will engage with theories of genocide 
and political violence, and also examine the validity of these explanations for the causes and 
consequences of mass violence by examining four case studies in depth. Looking at Armenians in the 
Ottoman Empire in the period of the First World War, Jews on the Eastern Front during the Second 
World War, Cambodia under the Khmer Rouge in the 1970s, and Rwanda in 1994, this class will ask: 
what is the context for these acts of mass violence? Who were the perpetrators of these acts? Who were 
the victims? Why did they happen at this time and in this place, and not at another time? What was the 
tipping point between persecution or repression and mass murder? What was the role of belief or 
ideology? Did the geopolitical situation in each time and place matter? What were the roles of 
individuals, groups, and the state? Students will engage with the historiography of twentieth-century 
genocide, political violence, warfare and civil war, as well as reading and viewing a range of primary 
sources including victim and perpetrator testimonies, trial records, and documentary film. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Madness and Civilisation HIS31310 

Spring (10 credits) 

The module will explore the relationship between madness and society in Britain and Ireland from the 
eighteenth to the twentieth century. In the eighteenth century the 'insane' were cast as brute animals in 
need of control. By the early-twentieth century the mentally ill were institutionalised and their treatment 
had become medicalised. This module seeks to explore this transition and provide a broad overview of 
the history of lay and medical explanations of insanity. Breaking with notions of a progressive evolution in 
understandings and treatments of mental illness, the module will consider how and why changes took 
place and questions whether they represent 'improvement'. Why did the asylums become central to the 
treatment of insanity and who did they serve; doctors, patients or families? How far did gender, sexuality, 
class, religion and ethnicity impact upon medical and lay concepts of insanity in Britain and Ireland? 
What impact did shell-shock, psychoanalysis and treatments have upon British and Irish psychiatry? 
What were patients' accounts of their experiences of mental illness and institutionalisation? Drawing on a 
range of source material - medical literature, cultural representations and personal accounts - the 
module will seek to understand lay and medical explanations of mental disorder, which were often rooted 
in cultural, religious and intellectual frameworks. 
 
 

Alcohol, Drugs and Society HIS32350 

Spring (10 credits) 

This module will explore the history of alcohol and drugs in Ireland, Britain and America from the late 
eighteenth century to present day. From US prohibition to smoking bans; opium dens to heroin addiction; 
the gin craze to binge-drinking, a long, historical perspective is essential to framing debates about drugs 
and alcohol today. The course will follow a broadly chronological format, beginning with the evolution of 
the ‘disease model’ of addiction from the 1770s and tracing contrasting state, voluntary and medical 
approaches to stemming the tide of substance misuse. These include the rise of the temperance 
movement, prohibition and the origins of ‘rehab’. Attention will be paid to how restrictive legislation, 
recreational norms/subcultures and drug classification have been shaped by discrete sets of social, 
cultural and political ideas in historical contexts. The course will also examine how attitudes towards 
drugs and alcohol lend insight into wider cultures and societies at specific historical moments. 
Throughout, the importance of class, gender and ethnicity will be assessed. The rise of the medical 
profession and the growing influence of medical knowledge will also form a central theme. The course 
will engage with a blend of secondary readings and primary source material, to include audio-visual 
clips, patient testimony and pamphlets. 
 
 

British Atlantic History 1607-1776 HIS31400 

Spring (10 credits) 

This module centres on British expansion and settlement into the Atlantic world during the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries. From the establishment of Jamestown in 1607 until the late nineteenth- 
century, the British were the most numerous of all European migrants who crossed the Atlantic. The 
British Atlantic was at its most vibrant, dynamic, and creative in the two centuries before the American 
Revolution. The British Atlantic was a world in motion between the British Isles and the Americas. This 
module will examine themes such as colonial settlement in North America and the West Indies, cultural 
encounters between native Americans and newcomers, Irish settlement in the Atlantic world, issues of 
religion, economy, migration, slavery and science in the British Atlantic. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Irish Foreign Policy 1919-73 A Place Among the Nations HIS31760 

Spring (10 credits) 

This module explores the development of Irish foreign policy from the efforts of the First Dáil to gain 
international recognition of Irish independence to the year in which Ireland joined the EEC. The pursuit of 
sovereignty, the conduct of Anglo-Irish relations, and the decision to remain neutral during World War II 
are important parts of this story, but only parts. The module examines a variety of bilateral, and 
multilateral, relationships, especially Ireland’s membership of the League of Nations and the United 
Nations. The module raises questions such as: What did Irish policy-makers understand as ‘the national 
interest’ and how did they pursue it? How did Ireland come to ‘punch above its weight’ on the 
international stage? Was Irish foreign policy idealistic – and if so, what informed those ideals? 
 
 

Roads to Heaven and Hell HIS31900 

Spring (10 credits) 

In 1500, everyone who lived on the island of Ireland was a member of a single Christian church in 
communion with Rome. Belief in God and in the afterlife was universal and affected many aspects of 
daily life. By 1650 Ireland had been riven by sectarian violence and war carried out in the name of 
various religious denominations. People were prepared to shed blood in the name of a version of God 
that they believed to be the correct one. Variety in religion also opened up the frightening prospect of 
making the wrong choice – taking the wrong path into the afterlife. This course looks at a series of 
events that fractured and marked Irish society and which became tangled up in a century and a half of 
war and persecution. The emergence of Roman Catholic, Church of Ireland and Presbyterian identities 
would create a fusion of ethnic and religious thinking that would go on to dominate the island for more 
than three centuries. It is a story which takes students into the most intimate lives of the past inhabitants of 
Ireland. 
 
 

Biography and History HIS32230 

Spring (10 credits) 

There are few more fascinating subjects than the lives of others, and biography has never been as 
popular among the public, yet the study of individual lives remains curiously underappreciated by 
historians. In this course we will read biographies from a historical perspective, and examine what they 
can tell us about individuals, about society, and about our changing perceptions of the human 
experience. We will look at the methods used, the role of politics, psychology and culture, how people 
have addressed the different stages of life and common experiences, and the factors that have 
influenced the representation of people at different times. Readings will encompass the ancient, 
medieval and modern worlds, and will focus on biographical subjects ranging from Leonardo da Vinci to 
Haile Selassie, from Charlemagne to Mary Wollstonecraft, and from St Brigid of Kildare to Donald 
Trump. 
 
 

A History of Decadence: Sex, Spectacle and Corruption in Eighteen Century Venice HIS32330 

Spring (10 credits) 

The modern myth of Venice is a composite of two powerful images: Venice as the city of pleasure and 
Venice as the city of death. This course will cover both. 

Venice as the world centre of overpowering luxury, all-pervasive spectacle, frivolous self-indulgence and 
sexual licence will be examined through the accounts of eighteenth century Venetians (Casanova, 
Goldoni and Gozzi) and travellers from Britain, France and Germany (including, amongst others, 
Addison, Rousseau and Goethe). Together, they portray Venetian life in the century before the fall of 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters=A8579BD11ACCC6282D76D5E3ECD43C0164FBB6AEF4E5E601775417ECA55A570AAD6958BABDAF5AE169F03B8F1047AFAE2F0EFD93EB021086DABB36A2B9F72FC3BF1A704F3C8DB00E7FD6859EDF533B46C2BE7D17E6241DF94D1CF9DC0A96752EE5AB21F88A0E976848F28DF0F644D63CC6938C96E6FCBF68FF4171F8125B683089CD9DD61B8AA925A66BC796065913D1E6EA44FC87FEE28C2BD7307E4D7CF5F97AAB70211B96976E5E05A407A76631F8EC3193083FA42DF450AD330B366C4DBBF15469AB21BA3775A1CA6C51C57F4B64A48ADBB758E6FC67877B2ED4F4A698BAABAFD5DCAED4429D0E98C03BFCA5173E50368F9CB9C9F2ABD8BE007B9E867288A810000CCE5649C28FCD8E460D155551AB2279E12B8E47D5D5B720C58A2A35AE1D53946C8783D453785212C32035803EAFC63B8E77D019BF1CC35C0F08A92AF75273515A88DD04E3879BB0779FCD97462249F1BBF68D65A01C8A3214388DA092
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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the Republic in 1797 as a curiously modern combination of political and sexual intrigue in a gossip 
obsessed city of cafés, theatres, casinos and brothels. 

Venice as the city of decadence, exquisite beauty and moral decay, sexual ambiguity and physical 
corruption, will be examined through her representation in British, French, German and Italian literature 
from Byron (in the 1810s) to Proust (in the 1920s). Writers covered will include Fenimore Cooper and 
Monk Lewis (on Gothic horror), Ruskin (on Gothic revivals), Dickens and George Sand (on the romance of 
the ghostly), Theophile Gautier (on orientalism and antisemitism) and Thomas Mann and Baron Corvo 
(on homosexuality and death). All texts will be read in English translation. 

Students will be asked to write two essays, a midterm essay (3000 words) on an aspect of eighteenth 
century Venetian society or culture, and a term paper (4000 words) on an aspect of the memory and 
myth of Venice, chosen by them in consultation with the module coordinator. 
 
 

Florence 1400-1530 HIS32440 

Spring (10 credits) 

Florence is one Europe’s greatest cities and the birthplace of the artistic and cultural movement known 
as the Renaissance. Although a relatively unimportant centre until the thirteenth century it thereafter 
grew rapidly in size, wealth, power and prestige. This expansion was based on a thriving economy 
dominated by the textile industry, commerce and banking. Despite a decline following the devastating 
Black Death (1348) by the early fifteenth century Florence had become one of the leading city-states in 
the politics of the Italian peninsula during together with other large states such as Milan, Venice, Naples 
and the Papacy. At this time one of the city’s great banking families - the Medici - became rulers of the 
city in all but name, firstly under Cosimo il Vecchio (1434-64), and then his son Piero (1464-69) and 
grandson Lorenzo (1469-92). Art and architecture flourished under Medici patronage and Florence 
became the leading centre of the Italian Renaissance. However, following French and Spanish invasions 
of Italy in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, the political importance of the city declined. The 
Medici were expelled and papal Rome surpassed Florence as cultural and artistic centre. The republic 
was revived episodically between 1494 and 1512, an era associated with such famous figures as 
Savonarola and Machiavelli, and again more briefly in the late 1520s before the Medici returned to rule 
as Dukes of Tuscany. The module will study Florence in its heyday, paying particular attention to themes 
such as changes in social structure and class consciousness; families, factionalism and conflict; territorial 
expansion and municipal patriotism; guilds, trade and banking; civic humanism and education; the writing 
of history and the shaping of the past; ecclesiastical organization and popular piety; trends and symbols in 
the private and public patronage of art, architecture and literature. 
 
 

Anticolonial Thought in the Twentieth Century HIS32480 

Spring (10 credits) 

Though empires have been the dominant form of state organization for much of human history, it was 
only in the late nineteenth century that the concept and critique of imperial-ism as a structure and as a 
totalizing system, began to be formulated. From that point onward and for much of the twentieth century, 
political thinkers and activists have asked: A) What is imperialism as a global system? B) What is morally 
wrong with it? C) How could and should it be dismantled? And D) what forms of more just political 
organisation might replace it? 
 
  

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Migration Nation: The Irish Migration Experience since 1945 HIS32650 

Spring (10 credits) 

Modern Irish society has been shaped by migration more than any other country in Europe. This is 
reflected in the fact that among OECD countries, Ireland has the highest percentage of its citizens living 
abroad. At the same time, over 17% of the Irish population today was born elsewhere. Since 1945, Ireland 
has transformed from a country of emigration with a largely homogenous, insular, conservative and 
underdeveloped rural economy into a country of immigration that is heterogeneous, global in outlook, 
(relatively) progressive and boasts a successful post-industrial economy. This course will tell the Irish story 
through the prism of migration, focusing in particular on people who left (emigration), came back (return 
migration) and new people arriving (immigration). How did Irish politicians and society explain why so many 
people still felt inclined to leave the country after 1945? How has Ireland adapted to its increasingly 
multicultural society? How do Ireland’s emigration and immigration experiences compare to its European 
neighbours? Various primary and secondary sources will be utilised, as well as more mainstream mediums, 
such as video clips, radio documentaries, novels, memoirs, songs and plays, will also be used throughout. 
 
 

Conservative Political Activism in the United States 1960-1980 HIS32660 

Spring (10 credits) 

This module explores conservative political activism in the post-war period, with particular focus on the 
turbulent years of the 1960s and 1970s. Historians once conveyed shock at Ronald Reagan’s election to 
the presidency in 1980, and asserted that his success rested on white working class backlash against 
Democratic liberal reform and civil rights, and pervasive fears of economic decline. Recent scholarship 
has revealed, however, the emergence of grassroots conservative political activism in the 1940s and 
1950s, which was predicated on resistance to the New Deal and staunch opposition to communism. 
From the 1960s, conservatives developed political networks, established organisations and journals, and 
sponsored single issue campaigns that reached far beyond their ideological base. As the nation 
grabbled with the social and cultural consequences of the rights revolutions that emerged during this 
period, conservative activists helped shape a new narrative relating to American identity that further 
divided the American people. Demographic shifts and the emergence of a new suburban culture 
enhanced the political strength of traditionally conservative areas of the country. The history of modern 
American conservatism reflects diverse goals and ideological division, but it also tells the story of 
coalition building and unanticipated political dominance. 
 
 

Manufacturing Truth in the Modern World HIS32710 

Spring (10 credits) 
 
False information proliferates in the modern world. Words are used to confuse, mislead and deceive. 
Images are manipulated to shift their meaning. Statistics are misused to lie in support of agendas and 
causes. From propaganda to click-bait, from satire to conspiracy theory, from pseudoscience to partisan 
reporting, from stories describing events that actually never happened to unintentional errors of fact, false 
information is everywhere. The ubiquity of social media has radically redrawn the manner in which 
information is shared, but false information is not a product of the age of the Internet; it is something that 
has run through modern history. Using a series of case studies, this module will examine the history of 
misinformation, or ‘mistakes’; disinformation, or ‘lies’ and ‘hoaxes’, which are false and spread deliberately 
to deceive; and malinformation, or ‘gossip’, which may perhaps be correct but is used to harm. In some 
case studies, all three categories are interwoven in the story. Ultimately, this is a module about the primacy 
of analyzing evidence: it seeks to develop an understanding of how to assess evidence in all its aspects 
and how to use it. It is further concerned with critical thinking, as an essential tool for every historian and for 
every citizen in the modern world.  

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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History from below: Rural Life in the Middle Ages HIS32800 

Spring (10 credits) 

That lives of the ordinary women and men, who comprised the bulk of early medieval society, are not 
as well represented in the contemporary sources or in the academic literature as the lives of those who 
belonged to political or ecclesiastical elites. These ordinary 'peasants', as they are often called in the 
historiographical jargon, nevertheless played an important part in driving economies and shaping 
identities in Europe and around the Mediterranean. This module will examine the evidence, mainly 
written but also archaeological, for peasant communities and their lived reality. The perspective will 
alternate between the macro and the micro: between grand narratives of servile emancipation in the 
late Roman Empire and the more focused day-to-day realities of peasant life. We will learn about 
freedom and servitude, living conditions, climate, public health, social and economic obligations, social 
mobility, gender roles, and historiographical interpretations. The module will be divided thematically as 
well as regionally, concentrating on different parts of Europe and the Mediterranean, from Ireland, 
through Spain and the Carolingian empire to Egypt. 

 
 

Settler Colonialism HIS32850 

Spring (10 credits) 

Created in mid-nineteenth-century Europe, World Exhibitions were timekeepers of modern Western 
civilisation progress. In an international setting, the bourgeois imaginary portrayed the outside world 
according to its universalistic dimension. Some decades later, in the fin de siècle, members of European 
aristocracy revived the Olympics through a Janus-faced narrative connecting classical, modern, and 
upcoming eras. This module examines how the founding discourses that originated Universal 
Expositions, Olympic Games and FIFA World Cups modelled the societal representations presented 
within these mega-events. We will evaluate how new media possibilities and economic interests have 
created lavish spectacles of global reach, in which teleological narratives become accessible 
alternatives among competing accounts of reality. We will thus assess why certain political myths are 
selected by the host countries to be part of national narratives while other events of historical importance 
are avoided or trivialised. We will also analyse how modern social developments and challenges - such 
as the advent of a multipolar world, the twenty-first-century climate crisis, increasing socioeconomic 
disparities as well as the struggle for ethnic minorities’ participatory rights and gender equality - have 
created tendencies in how we remember, imagine, and represent modernity. 

 
 

Spectacle and the Modern World HIS32870 

Spring (10 credits) 
 
Created in mid-nineteenth-century Europe, World Exhibitions were timekeepers of modern Western 
civilisation progress. In an international setting, the bourgeois imaginary portrayed the outside world 
according to its universalistic dimension. Some decades later, in the fin de siècle, members of European 
aristocracy revived the Olympics through a Janus-faced narrative connecting classical, modern, and 
upcoming eras. This module examines how the founding discourses that originated Universal Expositions, 
Olympic Games and FIFA World Cups modelled the societal representations presented within these mega-
events. We will evaluate how new media possibilities and economic interests have created lavish 
spectacles of global reach, in which teleological narratives become accessible alternatives among 
competing accounts of reality. We will thus assess why certain political myths are selected by the host 
countries to be part of national narratives while other events of historical importance are avoided or 
trivialised. We will also analyse how modern social developments and challenges - such as the advent of a 
multipolar world, the twenty-first-century climate crisis, increasing socioeconomic disparities as well as the 
struggle for ethnic minorities’ participatory rights and gender equality - have created tendencies in how we 
remember, imagine, and represent modernity. 
  

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Sexuality and Society HIS32880 

Spring (10 credits) 

This module will explore the profound impact of the organisation of sexuality, gender and biology in early 
Mediterranean and European societies. It will begin by examining Classical legacies and their 
appropriation and assimilation by expanding Christianities. It will show how these informed societies 
ranging from the late Roman Empire to the realms of the Franks, English and Irish. From Beowulf to Cú 
Chulainn, from Brigit to Brunhild, assumptions around gender and identity shaped early medieval worlds 
and their organisation of power. Topics covered will include sexuality and biology in the Roman Empire, 
gender in early Christianity, biology and law in early Ireland and the depiction of masculinities and 
femininities among the Irish, Franks and English. The complex attitudes towards biology and identity will 
be a major theme for discussion throughout the module. 
 
 

Britain in the Islamic World: Themes of empire, religion, and resistance 1800-1950 HIS32920 

Spring (10 credits) 

At its height, British imperial authority extended over hundreds of millions of Muslim subjects from the 
Straits of Malacca to the Niger basin and beyond. While a diverse cadre of British soldiers, policy- 
makers, census enumerators, intelligence agents, missionaries, writers, scholars, and explorers divided 
these subjects along lines of sect, race, caste, tribe, and nation, collectively they were conceived of as 
comprising one coherent civilization, an “Islamic world”. This course will explore the engagement of the 
British Empire with this world through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. We will examine the 
imperial impulse which drove British expansion into the heartland of territories long held by the great 
Islamic powers of the early modern age, with a special emphasis on the Indian subcontinent and the 
Arab Middle East. Particular attention will be given to the ways in which British authorities came to 
categorize and “know” their Muslim subjects, and the impact that this process of colonial knowledge 
building had in shaping the modern identities of Muslims across the empire. As the period under review 
incorporates the birth of a truly global, pan-Islamic Muslim consciousness, we will engage with the efforts 
of key Muslim thinkers and movements to make sense of their place and prospects in a world dominated 
by European imperialism. Finally, we will consider the challenge and nuances of nationalism and the 
formal end of empire, and its legacy in terms of contemporary life in South Asia, the Middle East, and 
Britain. 
 
 

Devolution, Dominion, Democracy: Ireland's constitutional history north and south, 1870-2007 
HIS32920 

Spring (10 credits) 

Devolution, dominion, democracy explores the evolution of ideas for the establishment of parliaments and 
legislative assemblies on the island of Ireland from the 1870s through to the twenty-first century. The 
concept of Home Rule foresaw a devolved parliament for Ireland. This was ultimately realised for Northern 
Ireland only in 1921. That same year, dominion status based on the model of Canada was offered to a new 
and sovereign Irish Free State. In the years that followed, Ireland developed its nascent democracy in an 
era when new states were being formed both in Europe and elsewhere. In many cases, new states either 
failed or succumbed to totalitarianism. In 1973, the devolved powers of the Northern Irish government were 
revoked. It would take until 1998 to agree a functioning model for devolved powers in Northern Ireland and 
this new arrangement would not be without its challenges and interruptions. 

Beginning with the Home Rule movement, which was founded by Isaac Butt in the wake of the Fenian 
uprising of 1867, the module will explore concepts originating on the island of Ireland, in Britain and further 
afield for the devolution of powers to representative bodies, first of Irish men and ultimately of all Irish 
people. The module will explore the partition on Ireland, the formation of devolved, revolutionary, and 
dominion parliaments established during the island’s ‘revolutionary decade’ before going on to look at the 
structures of governance articulated in the constitutions of 1922 and 1937, the revocation of devolved 
power from Stormont in 1973 and the attempts to find a workable mode of power-sharing in the decades 
that followed, a process that continues in a dynamic peace process. Along this path, the module will also 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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touch upon supra-national layers of representation and association to include Ireland and the United 
Kingdom’s associations with the European community. 
 
 

Pills, Patents & Policies HIS32940 

Spring (10 credits) 

Over the past 140 years, a pharmaceutical revolution has transformed our lives. Across the world, 
billions people have used sophisticated technologies ranging from vaccines to antibiotics to combat 
once lethal diseases. Many others rely on regular access to insulin, statins, and hormones to manage 
their health and bodies. Meanwhile, increasingly fine-grained diagnostics allow us to identify various 
risk factors long before any actual disease manifests. But access to these breakthroughs has never 
been even. While Western healthcare systems spend an ever-greater part of their income on 
pharmaceuticals and big companies earn record profits, large parts of the world’s population still have 
uneven or no access to lifesaving drugs. This is despite a long history of therapeutic experimentation 
on non-European bodies and the increased outsourcing of often highly polluting pharmaceutical 
manufacturing to the Global South. 

Pills, patents, and policies lifts the veil on triumphs, challenges, and failures of the biomedical revolution. 
Focusing on the long 20th century (ca. 1880 to COVID-19), the course introduces students to the 
dynamic world of public and commercial research, intellectual property, and global supply chains that 
made the pharmaceutical revolution possible. Students will learn how the early 19th century saw a new 
mode of systematised biomedical research, global bioprospecting, and industrial production and 
marketing lay the groundwork for a steady stream of pharmaceutical breakthroughs. They will also 
explore how resulting fallouts such as fatalities resulting from contaminated products or unexpected 
adverse effects laid the ground for a new system of safeguards like clinical trials and regulatory 
agencies that we still rely on. Focusing on the evolution of pharmaceutical innovation and marketing, 
students will also study how the 20th century saw new forms of venture capitalism, molecular 
innovation, and global supply chains require different approaches protecting intellectual property – and 
how resulting legal frameworks helped cement health inequalities in poorer parts of the world. 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Level 3 History Dissertation Modules: 
 
 

SSH Dissertation HIS32890 

Core module, only available on BA Humanities History 

Autumn and Spring (20 credits) 

The Dissertation is an exercise in independent historical research. Students are required to choose a 
topic for the Dissertation, identify key research questions, consult relevant primary and secondary 
sources, and present an analysis of their findings in a scholarly manner. 

In the early summer prior to the final year of study the School will hold an information session for all 
students. Students will be allocated a supervisor by the School over the summer vacation. In the 
Autumn, the Research Skills course will provide guidance in how to identify and focus on a topic, locate 
and work with primary sources, and move from a research topic to a written analysis. The course will 
also provide advice on issues such as research methodology and scholarly conventions. Students 
should initiate contact with potential supervisors within the first two weeks of trimester. By Week 3 at 
the latest, each student should have identified a coherent topic. Normally a student will have three 
formal meetings with the supervisor in each trimester. During these meetings, the supervisor will provide 
guidance on the topic and on relevant primary and secondary material, as well as feedback on drafts. 
Students may also consult other members of staff with relevant expertise. 

 
 
 
 
 

Spring (15 credits) 

Dissertation HIS32840 

Available only on BA Humanities History & Politics 

The dissertation forms the capstone of the History and Politics degree. Building upon the skills, 
knowledge and methods that have been developed over the course of the programme, students will 
work directly with academic supervisor within the School of History to create an independently 
researched dissertation. Having proposed a topic and developed it in the Autumn trimester in the 
research skills seminar (HIS30550), students will work with primary and secondary sources, and 
develop and articulate an argument in a substantial piece of polished writing (8000 words). 

 
 
 
 
 

Spring (15 credits) 

Dissertation CEH30020 

Available only on BA Humanities Classics, English, History 

The dissertation forms the capstone of the degree in Classics, English and History. Building upon the 
skills, knowledge, and methods that have been developed over the course of the programme, students 
will work directly with an academic supervisor to create an independently researched dissertation. 
Students will propose a topic, work with primary and secondary sources, and develop and articulate an 
argument in a substantial piece of polished writing (8000 words). 

https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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
https://hub.ucd.ie/usis/W_HU_REPORTING.P_LAUNCH_REPORT?p_report=ME200&p_parameters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Contact Us 
 
 

The School of History Office team are happy to help during our business hours 08:00 - 16:00. 

You can contact us by email, phone or in person. 

 
Write to us: history@ucd.ie 

 
Speak to us: +353 (0)1 716 8375 

 
Visit us: 

 
 

UCD School of History 

K107 Newman Building (Level 1) 

University College Dublin 

Belfield, Dublin 4 

Ireland 

D04 V1W8 

 
School Office Opening Hours:  

 
Monday to Friday 

10:00 – 12:00 and 

14:00 – 16:00 
 
 

Outside of these hours, please email us and we reply during our business hours (08:00 – 16:00). 
 
 

We are located in the Newman Building on the Belfield Campus. The School of History occupies the 

C, J and K corridors on the first floor (upstairs). The School Office is located in the K corridor. We look 

forward to meeting you. 

mailto:history@ucd.ie
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